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COMMENT

As the international audiovisual community gathers
at MIPCOM for the important autumn
programming event held in Cannes, the events of

the last two years have had a marked effect on the
programming choice of both the broadcasters and the
program makers. One can’t but wonder when one sees the
phenomenal growth of Reality programming whether in
examining the ‘collective will’ we can break away from
the negativity within our society at a time when positive
thinking has never been more greatly required.

The great nations making up the three-cornered
global village continue to bicker relentlessly about
POSITION. How does one define POSITION when

the nations of the world continually bicker about trade
quota, economic quota, and food quota? While half of the
world is starving due to the greed of the other half, the
most popular fare on television screens around the world is
Reality programming propagating fear and anxiety. It isn’t
a case of this editorial taking a moral stand. It’s more of a
discussion about we are, who we portray ourselves to be.
By promoting reality television we are breeding fear,
destruction, mistrust, and anxiety into the very core of our
society through the most prolific and pervasive patterning
medium invented in the 20th century.  A Question the
Business of Film posed some years ago, when the question
of the V chip was dominant in filmmakers and
programmers minds, is whether the ‘individual’ should
have a responsibility in what they make or sell, strictly
from a ‘personal standpoint.’ We were not addressing
censorship, but ‘individual conscience.’

It was argued that seeing, as an example, the carnage
that followed the Federal building bombing in
Oklahoma, or the killing spree of 10 children outside

London, or that of fourteen people in Tasmania, was
somewhat cathartic for the television audience cooped up

within the walls of a materialistic cocoon. Those first
‘reality showings’ escalated into immediacy worldwide
with the horror of September 11, 2001, and the ‘license’
for great numbers of broadcasters and program makers to
perpetrate ‘reality’ television from emotional tragedies
such as Temptation Island to following policemen as they
attempt to do their jobs in an increasing violent world.

This editorial puts forth the supposition that the
proliferation of Reality Television is a direct result
of the numbing of sensitivity from many different

psychological and emotional confines and barriers towards
our fellow human beings. We were appalled and
devastated that a group of people could be so driven by a
cause that they would execute fellow humans with the
magnitude of September 11th. Yet, if we look at that
magnitude and put it into a microcosm of an individual’s
day-to-day environment, the visible cause is not
comparable but the underlying desensitizing of global
society, for the purposes of this article, deserves greater
scrutiny. 
The result? When we are confronted with the visual reality
through the television screen of hundreds of people dead
and floating in a river in an Asian county, we simply get on
with conversation or making dinner. Similarly, the kids
may look up from their computers for an instant and then
go back to their absorption with yet another violent
computer game.

Are the two factors inextricably linked? Having
embarked on the path of Reality Television where
we manufacture ‘tragedy’ for any number of

‘justifiable’ reasons – social, financial, or emotional – will
we at some point in the future step back and belatedly
observe that this time we have gone so far down the path
to ‘collective’ destruction that there is no road to recovery
and our own ultimate demise? 

The Low Cost of Reality Programming Is Reaping
Lucrative Financials Benefits Worldwide. The Immediate
Impact Is The Effect On The Production Community In

The Countries Of Origin Of The Programming.
The Long-Term Effect Sociologically, The Business Of Film

Argues, Need Deeper Scrutiny.
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The final deadline for receipt of
the Official Screen Credits forms
is December 1, but the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is aggressively urging the
return of the Screen Credits forms.
"We're trying to encourage the
studios and production companies
to submit the forms as early as
possible this year," said Credits
Coordinator Torene Svitil. The
forms are used by the Academy to
prepare lists of films qualified for
Academy Award(R) consideration
and the filmmakers whose
achievements would be credited

for nomination and award
purposes. 
Because of the earlier date of the
Awards in 2004 (February 29), the
Reminder List of Eligible Releases
is scheduled to be printed and
mailed with the nominations
ballots on January 2, one week
earlier than in the preceding years.
Academy rules require Official
Screen Credits forms to be
returned to the Academy no later
than 60 days after the opening of
the qualifying Los Angeles
release, or December 1, whichever
comes first.

15 Films In Part OneAcademy Date Change
Urges Early Return Of
Screen Credit Forms

Summer 2003 proved to be one of
the most successful milestone
seasons for French cinema in the
United States. Audience appetite
for sophisticated, thought-
provoking cinema saw a number
of French films beat distributor
expectations and render box office
hits.  Since the second quarter of
2003, four French films – Jacques
Perrin’s Winged Migration ($7.6
m), François Ozon’s Swimming
Pool ($6.5m), Cedric Klapisch’s
L’Auberge Espagnole ($3.8 m)
and Patrice Leconte’s Man on the
Train ($2.4 m) – have grossed
over US $20 million to date. Other
notable   summer 2003 successes
included Danièle Thompson’s Jet
Lag ($512,000), Claude Berri’s
The Housekeeper ($300,000),
Claude Lelouch’s And Now
Ladies and Gentlemen
($149,145) and Claire Denis’
Friday Night ($102,000). The
films follow the first quarter hits of
He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not

($1 m) and Irréversible
($760,000), as well as Roman
Polanski’s The Pianist, the French
production that was awarded three
Oscars (Best Director, Best Actor
Adrien Brody and Best Adapted
Screenplay) and has earned nearly
$33 million at the box office. Over
the past few years, following The
Fifth Element ($66 million) and
Amélie ($34 million), French
productions have been gaining
popularity in the U.S.. Releases for
the fall in the US include Delphine
Gleize’s Carnage, Nicolas
Philibert’s To Be and To Have,
Olivier Assayas’ Demonlover,
Mahamet-Saleh Haroun’s
Abouna, and Claude Chabrol’s
The Flower of Evil. In 2002,
French-language films generated
$36 million at the box office (in
comparison with $38 million in
2001)*. Acquisitions activity for
French films continues to flourish,
with 58 French films and 24 co-
productions scheduled for release
in 2003 to early 2004. The
enduring success of French Films
in the US is greatly helped by the
artists’ participation in the events
they attend when their films are
showcased. Directors Nicolas
Philibert, Danièle Thompson,
Claude Lelouch, François Ozon,
Olivier Assay, and Lucas Belvaux,
and actresses Juliette Benouhe,
Ludivine Sagnier, Alessandra
Martines, Connie Nielsen, Chloë
Sevigny and Gina  Gershon all
visited the US to promote their
films in various Film
Retrospectives and Film Festivals
in the US and Canada. 

French Films Generate
$20m In Box Office In

The U.S. 2nd & 3rd Qtr. 

Fifteen short and feature length
documentaries will be screened in
Part One of the 2003-2004
Contemporary Documentary
Series, presented by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, the Academy
Foundation, and the UCLA Film
and Television Archive.  The series
kicked off October 1, at 7:30 p.m.,
at UCLA's James Bridges Theater.
Films include Twin Towers,

Spellbound, Going Home, The
Price of Freedom, Berga:
Soldiers of Another War,
Accabonac Harbor, and Ultimate
X among others. All the screenings
will take place in the James Bridges
Theater on the UCLA campus.
Whenever possible, filmmakers
will be on hand to discuss their
films and take questions from the
audience.  Part Two of the series
begins in January 2004.

The British Academy of Film and
Television Arts/Los Angeles
(BAFTA/LA) co-hosted with the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences the first annual Tea Party
on Emmy weekend in September
at The St. Regis Hotel in Century
City. 
In the tradition of the BAFTA/LA
Tea Party held annually in January
honoring film, BAFTA/LA and
the Academy celebrated 2002-
2003 Emmy nominees on the
Saturday prior to the Emmy
Awards. BBC AMERICA was the
Corporate Sponsor for the event.
BAFTA/LA Chairman Gary
Dartnall stated, "BAFTA/LA
honors and recognizes the
achievements of our members in
the television industry. 
The unique British spirit is a
trademark of our Tea Party and we
are delighted to provide the
opportunity for the television
industry to celebrate the
contributions UK talent has made
to television in the United States."
Todd Leavitt, President of the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences added: "Having been a
member of BAFTA/LA for many
years and having had many

business dealings with the British
film and television industries, it
gives me great pleasure to see this
year's nominees celebrated with
this new event." BAFTA/LA is a
professional, independent, non-
profit organization founded in
1987, whose members represent
all aspects of the entertainment
industry.  As the only Anglo-
American professional
organization founded to promote
and advance excellence in film,
television and interactive media,
BAFTA/LA serves as the bridge
between the Hollywood and
British entertainment
communities, and is a vital link
with BAFTA in London.  All
members of BAFTA/LA are
entitled to vote in the prestigious
BAFTA Film Awards. Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences was
founded in 1946 just one month
after network television was born
in the United States.  It is a non-
profit organization devoted to the
advancement of telecom-
munications arts and sciences and
to fostering creative leadership in
the telecommunications industry.
It recognizes outstanding
programming through its Emmy
Awards.

First Annual
Tea Party
For Emmy

Awards 

Winged Migration

Sarah Jessica Parker - 
Sex In The City
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After more than ten years of
overall growth, exports (-16%)
and foreign investments in
French production (-40%)
decreased significantly in 2002.
The conclusion of the
preliminary version of the
annual report is prepared by
TVFI and INA, in collaboration
with the CNC and the Direction
du Développement des Médias.
Investments in production and
broadcasters acquisition
capacities suffered from
sluggish advertising revenues
due to the slowdown in global
trade. 
The sharp decrease of the
German market, which accounts
for three quarters of the drop in
the sale of finished programs,
and the decline in the field of
animation are the 2002 most
noted features. 

Western Europe, which still
accounts for nearly two thirds of
French program sales, witnessed
the most significant decline in
export revenues. 
Germany remained France’s
largest single client, ahead of the
UK, despite a drop in sales from
32.3 to 17.6 m euros. Central
Europe achieved uneven results
with a clear sales growth in
Russia (CIS). Pre-funding both in
coproduction and presales was
equally down in Europe and
North America, France’s main
co-production partners. 
A number of territories showed
favorable growth rates, including
Asia, which was on a par with
North American with 9.3 m euros
worth of sales. Exports to Latin
America rose up to 4.7 million
euros, compared to 4.1 m the year
before, partly due to sales to

regional satellite broadcasters. 
Animation remained the top-
selling genre for the 7th
consecutive year, in spite of a
significant drop in 2002, with 45
m. euros and 42% of total
exports. Co-productions and pre-
sales decreased markedly with 50
million euros compared to 112 in
2001. Animation is also ahead of
the other genres in pre-funding,
with drama coming in a close
second in 2002. rama sales were
slightly up (22.9 m. euros
compared to 22.4 in 2001), but
pre-funding decreased, due in
part to the lack of exceptional
programs such as Napoleon
(2001). 
Documentaries only achieved an
increase in co-production and pre-
sales (+70%), fuelled by
ambitious and expensive
international projects. Sales

figures were 23.5 m. euros down
from 28.2 m. in 2001, as revenues
were partially transferred from
sales to pre-funding. Although
video and DVD sales are not
included in the report, revenues in
each are estimated somewhere
between 10 and 15 % of total sales
in 2002, i.e. over 10 million euros.
The market has been pointedly on
the rise for the last two years and
demonstrates significant growth
potential. The sales of rights over
the Internet remained stable with
no significant increase of business
in 2002. In spite of the worldwide
climate, over half the French
increased their international
earnings in 2002. The complete
report will be released in
December 2003. * A more
comprehensive summary of the
report is available on www.ina.fr,
www.tvfrance-intl.com

French TV Exports-Coproductions and
Presales  Suffered Amid Worldwide 

Economic Climate In 2002

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2003
The Life, AVAILABLE FROM Fireworks International

Under the direction of Joel
Schumacher, principal
photography of the anticipated
feature film version of Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s The Phantom Of
The Opera is underway at
Pinewood Studios for a total 16-
week shoot. The stellar cast
includes   Miranda Richardson,
Minnie Driver, Ciaran, Simon
Callow and emerging talents.
Helming the starring roles, Gerard
Butler plays The Phantom, Emmy
Rossum the role of Christine, and
Patrick Wilson stars as Raoul,
Christine’s childhood sweetheart.
The stage musical The Phantom of
the Opera with music by Andrew
Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Charles
Hart and additional lyrics by
Richard Stilgoe, is the largest
grossing stage or screen

production, with a worldwide box
office of more than $3.2 billion.
Reaching an estimated audience of
70 million, The Phantom of the
Opera has played in over 100 cities
in 17 countries. The movie is
scheduled for worldwide theatrical
release in 2004 through Warner
Bros in North America and
Entertainment Film Distributors in
the UK.  Odyssey Entertainment
handles all international sales.
Marking Really Useful Film’s first
full feature film production, The
Phantom of the Opera the movie
is produced by Andrew Lloyd
Webber with Austin Shaw and
Paul Hitchcock as Executive
Producers for Really Useful Films
and Jeff Abberley  and Julia
Blackman for Scion Films.

Schumacher Directs
Phanthom Of The Opera

www.thebusinessoffilm.com

Top Hotels Worldwide
Boutiques Worldwide
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Bangkok Film Festival 2004
Refocus With Prater & His Team

Film Festivals abound around the world.
Increasingly, due to a busy calendar,
attracting international attendees and

celebrities who act as the visibility locomotive
of such events constitutes an ongoing dilemma
for festival organizers worldwide. Endorsed by
the Royal Thai Government and organized by
the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) with
cooperation of the Thai Film Federation, the
January 22-February 2, 2003 Bangkok Film
Festival’s quest to be an Event in the Festival
circuit started with the appointment of renown
and respected festival Director Craig  Prater as

its Executive  Director. "I am thrilled to join the
Bangkok International Film Festival, which
enters its second year under the guidance of
TAT," said Craig Prater. "Organizing film
festivals can be pretty much the same. The
intrigue of the unknown of organizing a film
festival on the other side of the world presents a
challenge that I am pleased and excited about. I
believe we have the best of both worlds. With
the support of TAT, we have been given the
financial wherewithal to do what needs to be
done, and that isn’t always the case for many
festivals around the world. It took many years
to build. With Jennifer (Jennifer Stark
appointed Director of Programming) and her
group of programmers skilled in Festival
programming, we have been able to transplant
that into the organization of the Bangkok Film
Festival. That is a rarity. The Festival will, I
believe, benefit from the accumulated years of
experience in this crucial aspect. I have always
maintained that a film festival is a film festival
is a film festival. It has to be primarily about the
films and the filmmakers. If we stay true to this
philosophy, and Jennifer and her group do their
part, people will come to Bangkok, not only to
enhance tourism, but the media will come, and
the celebrities will want to attend. We see the
festival as an international event with a focus on
a block of 10 countries in that region."

The 2004 Bangkok International Film
Festival expects to schedule an estimated
150 films (up from 100 in 2003).

Jennifer Stark added, "We have a quintet of 5
programmers (Alissa Simon, Ian Birnie,
Leonardo Garcia Tsao, Dr. David Kaminsky,
and Therese Hayes) who are responsible for
different countries around the world. We will
not be seeking to create another Asian Film
Festival, but in talking to colleagues and
filmmakers around the world, and meeting the
needs of Bangkok, it is apparent that there is a
region of 10 Asian countries with an interesting

State-of-the-art cinema welcomes attendees to the Bankok Film Festival 2004

Craig Prater Jennifer Stark



voice in film, which we hope to further promote
within the region and internationally.  We look
at Bangkok as a crossroads.  We want to bring
the world into Bangkok. French films and films
from the UK are increasingly popular in the
region, but that’s it in terms of mainstream
cinema. We hope that by programming films
from other European countries, audiences in
Bangkok will have the opportunity to see a
broader spectrum of movies. At the same time,
the ASEAN Panorama will be a launch pad for
Asian films out to the world.  Another essential
aspect for festivals is creating Special
Presentations – the films people have heard
about and talk about that have appeared in
Festivals.  These films may not get a
commercial distribution, but you can make
them a big special event. The films we choose
will not be the launch pad for American or
French films per se, but they will create a world
presentation for the particular movie." 
The ASEAN (The Association of Southeast
Asian Nations) focuses on feature films from
10 South East Asian countries: Thailand,
Vietnam, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, and the
Philippines. Festival President and Tourism of
Thailand Governor, Juthamas Siriwan said,
"Last year's festival was such a success that we
are convinced the 2004 Bangkok International
Film Festival will attract even more attendees.
The organizing committee is a good
combination of local Thais and an
internationally recognized team from Los

Angeles. We have also received tremendous
support from the local film industry and
community such as the Federation of Thai Film
and the Thai Film Foundation, as well as
government and private agencies."

The Thai Film Foundation, a non-profit
assembly working to promote Thai film
studies and classic film preservation, will

be assisting with Thai shorts and documentary
programs. Two new additions will distinguish
the 2004 festival: Cinematographers Day, which
will feature top cinematographers from around
the world in seminar and panel discussions; and
an International Film Market to boost inter-
oceania and international sales, taking advantage

of Bangkok's position to be a central marketplace
in Asia."
Highlights of the Festival include Golden
Kinnaree Awards in the following categories: Best
Film, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Director, Best
Cinematographer, Best Screenwriter, Best Short
(ASEAN), and Best Animation (ASEAN). In
addition to the Awards being given to Best
ASEAN Short and Best ASEAN Animation, the
FIPRESCI Jury will view the best films from the
ASEAN countries this year to select the Golden
Kinnaree for Best ASEAN Film of 2004.
Additional honors to be announced in the
upcoming months will be presented at the
Lifetime Achievement & Honorary Awards.

FESTIVALS REVIEW
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As widely expected, Darryl MacDonald, who
served as the Artistic Director of the Palm
Springs Film Festival from 1989-1993, has been
named Executive Director of the Palm Springs
International Film Festival (PSIFF), and Carl
Spence has been named Director of
Programming. "In our search for a new
executive director and director of programming,
we considered many well-qualified candidates,
but these two clearly rose above the pack,"
stated Kevin McGuire, Chairman of the Festival
board.  "These two men come from the largest
film festivals in the country and will bring an
enormous amount of experience to Palm
Springs. We are thrilled that Darryl and Carl will
be here to guide the Festival in the years ahead."
Both men took up their positions following the
2003 Palm Springs International Festival of
Short Films held mid-September at the Camelot
Theatres in Palm Springs. The Palm Springs
International Film Festival screens over 180
films from more than 55 countries, also features
cultural events, and attracted 70,000 attendees in
2003. The 15th Annual Festival will be held
January 8-19, 2004. 

The Montreal for 2003, once again proved itself
to be a festival of world cinema.  In addition to
the competition categories, the festival
categorized and showcased Cinema of Europe,
Cinema of Asia, Cinema of Africa, Cinema of
Oceania, Latin America, the United States, and
Panorama Canada.  World Documentaries, the
Student Film Festival within the festival, made
the festival a continuing ‘must’ event on the
film circuit calendar. A regular distributor, who
takes the time to attend Montreal before going
on to the more commercially promoted Toronto
Film Festival and who requested anonymity for
reasons of having the opportunity to cherrypick
the best of the product that has not secured
worldwide distribution, told The Business of
Film: "As a buyer of product, Montreal is the
only festival where I am able to truly judge a
film from a variety of angles, especially the
audience reaction. Its getting tougher and
tougher to generate good revenues from the
films my company distributes, and that factor
alone is of enormous help in my decisions
throughout the year. I haven’t missed a festival
in many years. In addition, the scope of films
that are shown from around the world are
unprecedented anywhere else." 

The Montreal Jury Co-Presidents: Jan Troell,
Director (Sweden), Andrzej Zulawski,
Director (Poland), Alessandro D'Alatri,
Director (Italy), Rock Demers, Producer
(Canada), Julie Depardieu, Actress (France),
Luis Gasca, Film Historian (Spain), and Mike
Goodridge, Film Critic (U.S.A) awarded the
following Prizes to Feature films showcased
at the Festival. Grand Prize of the Americas
(Best film): Kordon (The Cordon) by Goran
Markovic (Serbia and Montenegro); Special
Grand Prix of the Jury: Gaz Bar Blues by
Louis Bélanger (Canada); Best Director:
Planta 4 (4th Floor) by Antonio Mercero
(Spain); Best Artistic Contribution:
Binecuvântata Fii Inchisoare (Bless You,
Prison) by Nicolae Margineanu (Roumania);
Best Actress: Marina Glezer for the film El
Polaquito (The Little Polish) by Juan Carlos
Desanzo (Argentina-Spain); Best Actor: Silvio
Orlando for the film Il Posto Dell Anima
(The Soul’s Haven) by Ricardo Milani
(Italy); Best screenplay: Profesionalac (The
Professional) by Dusan Kovacevic (Serbia
and Montenegro); Innovation Award: Le
Intermittenze Del Cuore (Memory Lane) by
Fabio Carpi (Italy). 

For World Cinema No Other
Festival Compares To Montreal

MacDonald 
Takes Palm

Springs Helm

State-of-the-art cinema welcomes attendees to the Bankok Film Festival 2004
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Independent format creator and
producer 12 Yard (the team behind
the BBC hit shows Weakest Link
and Dog Eat Dog.) have coined a
development and production deal
with BBC Entertainment. Under
the deal, 12 Yard will develop new
formats that will then be co
produced as pilots with BBC
Manchester. 
To better facilitate the new
venture, 12 Yard North, a wholly
owned and financed division of 12
Yard, will be based in Manchester
to specifically produce innovative
entertainment programming in the
regions. 
Wayne Garvie, Head of
Entertainment Group, said, "Our
Manchester staff, 12 Yard's ideas -
it's a dream combination.  We're
excited by this new development

and the new programming in
Manchester we hope it'll lead to." 
David Young added, "It is very
exciting for an indie to work at a
development level with a
broadcaster such as the BBC.  We
are really looking forward to
devising and producing some
great formats together.  Locating
12 Yard North in Manchester will
enable us to tap into the vast talent
base in the North of the country."
Founded two years ago, the 12

Yard team continues to develop
new entertainment and reality
formats, including In It To Win
It, Without Prejudice?, and the
award-winning Men Are Better
Than Women?  12 Yard formats
have been acquired by more than
15 territories worldwide.

Granada International has
negotiated another major three-
year output deal with Norway’s
public broadcaster NRK.  Already
a significant buyer, NRK titles
from Granada include Heartbeat,
A Touch Of Frost, and Agatha
Christie’s Poirot.  It also recently
licensed The Forsyte Saga and the
pre-school series Engie Benjy.
Under the terms of the new out put
deal  NRK has committed to buy  a
guaranteed 100 hours of Granada
predominately from drama and
children’s programming
portfolios. 

"Our titles have been extremely
successful for NRK and its viewers.
There’s a broad range of
programming available and the
broadcaster is particularly
impressed with the high quality of
dramas coming through,"  said Jane
Dockery, Granada International’s
VP Sales for the territory.
With a catalogue of over 17,000
hours for international licensing,
Granada International enjoys a
number of existing output deals
with broadcasters in selected
major territories, including
Australia, New Zealand, Canada,
Italy, and Latin America.

12 Yard To Establish
Manchester Office

Granada Secures 
3 Year Output Deal

Adam Wakeling
Promoted At 3DD Los Angeles based Cinamour

Entertainment, L.L.C attend
MIPCOM with a number of deals
already signed for its catalogue of
rated off-network reality and
documentary specials. The
company has concluded a number
of deals with terrestrial and cable
networks across Europe.
"European broadcasters continue
to have an insatiable appetite for
reality-based programming," said
Cord Douglas, President
Distribution. "These recent sales
reflect the appeal these programs
have across the diverse European
audiences." Bravo UK‚ acquired
two documentaries: The Secret
and Alien Gods. The Secret
features a look at investigators
who share information on the top-
secret government organization
that collected evidence of UFO
and alien encounters. Alien Gods
presents a chilling investigation
into the rising prominence of alien
god religions. Both documentaries
are scheduled to air this fall.  ATV
Plus, the new terrestrial free TV
station in Austria has acquired the
reality adulterer-busting series
Cheaters. Currently airing in over
40 countries worldwide and

broadcast in syndication to
stations covering 80% of the US,
Cheaters has been renewed for a
fourth season and 82 one-hour
Cheaters episodes are available.
BI TV Romania acquired eight
documentaries, including
Haunted Hotels, Deadly Beauty,
The Secret, Sex Lives, and Alien
Gods, and began airing all the
programs in July.
In addition to its television
distribution division, Cinamour
Entertainment represents over 100
feature titles with stars such as
Sharon Stone, Robert DeNiro,
Anthony Hopkins, Tom Hanks,
Michelle Pfeiffer, Kim Basinger,
Jodie Foster, John Lithgow,
Dennis Hopper, Richard Gere,
Rosanna Arquette, and Michael
Douglas for worldwide film,
television, video, and DVD
distribution.  The company is also
a majority shareholder in GM
STUDIOS, Inc., a full-service
audio post-production facility,
through which it provides services
such as audio and video editing,
foreign language dubbing,
laybacks, mixing, ADR, and foley,
as well as DVD services and
HDTV transfers.

Cinamour Reality
Programming  Grips
European Audiences

Adam Wakeling was recently
appointed Sales Manager for 3DD
Latin territories. Fluent in Spanish
and Portuguese, he is responsible
for selling 3DD’s extensive
catalogue of music programming,
documentaries, and feature films
to Latin America, Spain, Portugal
and Italy, as well as co-ordinating
further activities with the
company’s existing clients and
partners within these territories. 
"It’s a great pleasure to welcome
Adam to our team and we are
confident he will make an
invaluable contribution to the

growth of the company over the
coming years," said Lara von
Ahlefeldt, Managing Director,
3DD. Wakeling joins 3DD from
The Television Corporation, where
he was International Sales
Manager for Latin America, Spain
and Africa. During his tenure, he
oversaw the distribution and
marketing of advertiser funded
sports programming and wildlife
documentaries, developed new
sales strategies, and was
responsible for implementing co-
production initiatives of
entertainment formats with major
broadcasters and producers in
Latin America.

Adam Wakeling

Home Dancers
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Greenlight Television, after eight
years covering the Isle of Man TT
races, has created a unique one-
hour look behind the scenes at the
last great motorsport spectacle on
earth. The motor-racing
equivalent of climbing Everest,
you don’t need to come in first to
achieve something that only a few
hundred people with the courage
to risk everything in the pursuit of
a personal goal manage. The
production introduces the
characters of the TT: the name
stars and local heroes, the
American rider honeymooning
and racing at the same time, and
the Argentineans, praying with
forks for better weather. With
contributions from the Isle of Man
Tourism Minister, the Governor of
the Island, and former TT stars,
the documentary demonstrates
that racing is just a backdrop to the
human story. 

TT Hits
MIPCOM
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Ignacio Orive, President, Madrid-
based Elastic Rights, is attending
MIPCOM with the aim to secure
strategic, theatrical, TV, home
entertainment, licensing,
publishing and internet
companies as partners for its
portfolio of projects.   Founded
two years ago with backing from
the Spanish investment group
Inveralia, former Commercial
Managing Director of BRB
Internacional (Spain) Orive’s
mandate for Elastic Rights, which
works primarily in Spain,
Portugal and Italy, is to handle a
select number of projects ranging
from animation to live action that
target children, youth and family
audiences, and to develop an
integrated brand management
strategy for each property. Orive

said: "At Elastic Rights, our aim
is to focus on a small number of
complementary properties across
a wide range of media platforms.
In order to build long-term
brands, it is essential to see the
big picture and work strategically
with all multi-media partners.
MIPCOM is an exciting market
for us because we have been busy
securing product, and now we are
ready to select appropriate local
partners in each territory and
build up brand visibility." The
company slate at MIPCOM
includes Cinar’s highly
successful pre-school animation
series Caillou (46 x 30 minutes).
Caillou  has been airing on TVE
(Spain) since August 2003; the
award-winning series is also
licensed to RTP (Portugal). Other

Caillou broadcast deals include
PBS KIDS (USA), Teletoon
(Canada), ABC (Australia), TV3
(New Zealand) and Living (UK).
Bandai’s animated sci-fi
franchise Gundam Wing (52 x
30 minutes) targets an older
demographic, boys aged seven
years plus. Elastic Rights is
seeking key partners across all
media (except toys) in Spain and
Portugal. Created by Yoshiyuki
Tomino, Gundam Wing is a
major international brand,
already sold to Cartoon Network
USA and UK, as well as a number
of European territories including
France (M6), Italy (Mediaset),
Benelux (RTL), and Germany.
Since the show launched in Japan
two decades ago, retail sales of
Gundam Wing product exceed

US$5billion. The franchise has
inspired more than 400 TV
episodes, eight theatrical films,
four direct to video collections,
and a vast array of
merchandising and video games.
In addition to TV series, the
company has secured multi-
media rights for Spain, Portugal,
and Italy for the Oscar-
nominated Chilean feature film
Ogú y Mampato (80 minutes).
Deals already signed include
Spanish independent film
distributor Aurum, for theatrical
and home entertainment rights in
Spain, and Mediafilm for all
Italian rights. Based on the
popular Chilean comic of the
same name, Aurum plans to
launch Ogú y Mampato in July
2004, in Spain, with +100 prints.

Elastic Focus On Long Term Brand

Prior to the live 55th U.S.
Primetime Emmy Awards from
the Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles in September, the
international distributor
Fireworks International made a
raft of sales in addition to sales

previously announced with
LivingTV in the UK, AXN Japan,
SET Latin America, AXN Spain,
Canal Jimmy in Italy, Mnet in
South Africa, VPL Film for the
Philippines, Trans TV for
Indonesia, TVB Hong Kong,
Media Corp TV in Singapore,
Zee English for Zee Telefilms
Ltd. India, Vision + for Malaysia
and Thailand, and ICP in Israel.
The show is now broadcast to
over 150 territories around the
world. TeleMunchen committed
to the show acquiring the rights
for both Germany and Austria,
and the awards were broadcast on
both RTL2 and ATV.
Greg Phillips, President,
Fireworks International, said:
"The coverage secured over these
past few months clearly

illustrates just how much interest
and excitement in U.S.
programming does indeed exist
around the globe."
In addition, the Primetime
Emmys was broadcast throughout
Scandinavia through deals with

E! Networks for Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Finland,
including Latvia and Lithuania as
well as deals with TV2 Denmark,
NRK Norway, the Icelandic
Broadcasting Corporation, and
Sub TV in Finland.  The rights to
the awards show have also been
acquired by Orbit for the Middle
East, TV3 in Ireland, Soread in
Morocco, and Fiji Television
Limited along with various
broadcasters in Eastern Europe.
Distributor Novacom has also
acquired the show for broadcast
on CCT in China.  
"We are covered in literally every
corner of the world, from the
People’s Republic of China,
Russia, Spain and India to Latin
America, Thailand and Israel,"
Todd Leavitt, President of the

Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences commented.  "There has
been huge interest around the
world because we are providing
the best that American television
has to offer, which global viewers
have clearly embraced."
The Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences (ATAS) was founded
in 1946 just one month after
network television was born in
the United States.  It is a non-
profit organization devoted to the
advancement of
telecommunications, arts and
sciences and to fostering creative
leadership in the
telecommunications industry. In
total overall viewers, the Emmy
Awards is in the top three
telecasts of the year in the United
States, along with the Academy
Awards and the Golden Globes.
Fireworks Entertainment is a
subsidiary of CanWest
Entertainment, a division of
CanWest Global
Communications Corp.,
headquartered in Toronto and
operating internationally with
offices in Los Angeles, London
and Dublin. Fireworks develops,
produces, acquires and
distributes an extensive slate of
television programs and feature
films throughout the world. 

Emmy Awards Gain More Territories
Through Fireworks Distribution

Braddan Bridge - TT Course Section
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During MIPCOM 2003,
organizers Reed MIDEM have set
up a special anti-piracy unit
dedicated to enforce anti-piracy
measures during the event.
Enlisting the support of ALPA
(Association de Lutte contre la
Piraterie Audiovisuelle) based in
France, MIPCOM has
implemented measures to crack
down on counterfeiters during the
event. ALPA agents, who are
under oath, are walking the
corridors to seek and report on
infringements, which is legally
actionable. The French anti-piracy
police force of the Management of
the Criminal Investigation
Department has deployed two
police officers who are on hand.
Reed Midem has organized a call-
in phone service that license and
copyright holders can access to
file piracy complaints. ALPA is
headed by Nicolas Seydoux,
President of Gaumont, and is a
joint effort of public bodies and
the audiovisual industry that was
created in 1985 to fight piracy.
Statistics available indicate that
on average 600,000 films are
downloaded daily from the
Internet around the world causing

the US film industry a $3.5 billion
loss in annual profits.  The
recognition of Peter Chernin,
President & Chief Operating
Officer of News Corporation,
Chairman & CEO of The Fox
Group, and receiver of the
MIPCOM 2003 Personality of the
Year Award, has made a
tremendous contribution to the
anti-piracy fight that has had a
wide international impact. Further
underscores Reed Midem:  Peter
Chernin has made a strong appeal
in favour of "the powers of digital
technology and the intelligence of
its creators and managers" to help
media companies put an end to
piracy. Piracy will also come into
focus during MIPCOM 2003’s
Special DVD Day on October
11th. Issues related to counterfeit
properties will come under the
scrutiny of leading industry
experts in a panel ("DVD: Delve
into the Revenue Potential" 4-
5pm, Palais des Festivals). Warren
Lieberfarb, "the father of DVD"
and former head of Warner Home
Video, will open this day with a
keynote and will receive the
"MIPCOM DVD Lifetime
Achievement Award."

Sera Films Showcases
Three New Projects

Prior to MIPCOM, The 11th
MIPCOM Junior set up for the
first time a Licensing Club,
designed as a hub for licensing
activities and open to all
MIPCOM Junior delegates.
Located in the Martinez Hotel,
licensing specialists displayed
products soon-to-be launched
including T-shirts, mugs, toys,
stationery, figurines, and other
paraphernalia.   The hub created
opportunities for property
owners and merchandisers to
explore new marketing
opportunities and revenue
sources. Alliance Atlantis, France
Animation, Levymann and
Warner Bros. were among the
many companies that showcased
their properties and
merchandising during the two-
day event. Additionally, two
conferences underscored the
importance of this high revenue
source for broadcasters and
retailers worldwide.   On October
8th, a head-to-head meeting
between 4Kids Entertainment’s
(USA) Chairman and CEO Al
Kahn and Jordan Sollitto,
Executive Vice President,

Worldwide Marketing, Warner
Bros. Consumer Products (USA)
tabled a discussion on licensing
and merchandising. Both
companies have enjoyed success
in bringing properties in the two-
way stream from the U.S. to
international territories, and built
global licensing programs for a
variety of properties, including
Scooby-Doo and Harry Potter
(Warner Bros.) and Pokemon
and Yu-Gi-Oh (4Kids
Entertainment). Brand Builders
and Profit Drivers panelists –
including Alice Donenfeld,
President, alice4tv (USA), Simon
Forrest, Director of Corporate
Communication and Investor
Relations, Hit Entertainment
(UK), Jean-Philippe Randisi,
Vice President & General
Manager, Consumer Products
EMEA, MTV Networks
International (UK), and Martha
Van Gelder, Senior Vice
President, Sesame Workshop
(USA) – unveiled strategies to
build strong brands and turn
entertainment properties into
profitable revenue channels.

MIPCOM Licensing
Club Established

Piracy Marshals Walk
The Halls At MIPCOM

Sera Film attends MIPCOM with
three new productions available
for the international market.
The Waiting Room, the latest
film from director Zeki
Demirkubuz, will be theatrically
released in Turkey in December
2003.  Girls & Roots is a
documentary about the 200-year-
old history of traditional carpet
making utilizing traditional
weaving and dyeing skills, and the
girls who are forced to migrate
from their villages to support their
families. A new format one-hour
prime time quiz and game show
Bluff rounds out the new
programs available for
broadcasters. The company has
also added six feature films from
well-known Turkish directors to
its film archive and is highlighting
Please Don’t Let Them Shoot

The Kite for international
distribution. Sera Film continues
to successfully distribute
homegrown Turkish productions
into the international marketplace. 
It recently concluded deals with
London Weekend TV, Rai Sat in
Italy, and Hansenet in Germany
for 10 more titles via VOD,
following the first deal made in
2002. The company is also
working on a co-production film
What’s Human Anyway by Reha
Erdem and is seeking presales and
international partners.
Based in Istanbul, Sera Film’s
activities encompass licensing and
merchandising of TV characters,
providing content for the new
media, consultancy services, and
providing field production
services to companies that are
interested in shooting in Turkey.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2002
Octane, AVAILABLE FROM First Look Media
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NEW PRODUCT @ MIPCOM

CDC UNITED NETWORK LAUNCHES

THE BOY DAVID STORY at MIPCOM.
The feature length documentary filmed over a
twenty-year period, tells the story of David
Lopez, a baby abandoned in the Amazonian
jungle of Peru because of a facial disfigurement.
The 96-minute movie, shot in 35 mm and
narrated by Dougray Scott (Mission Impossibe
II), tells the story of David, given as a baby by
his parents to nuns because his face was terribly
disfigured by a rare disease. He was discovered
in a Peruvian hospital and brought to Britain
where a renowned Scottish plastic surgeon
worked to rebuild his face. Adopted by the
Scottish plastic surgeon and now aged 28, David
has graduated from college and is pursuing a
successful career in the United of States. CDC
United Network is handling the worldwide
television and video distribution of the feature
documentary based on an acclaimed BAFTA-
winning series sold worldwide to BBC, ITV,
CBS, and NBC. Shot over twenty years by Alex
MacCall, director of the series. 
"We are very proud to distribute the television
rights of this extraordinary picture," comments
Audrey Atlass, International Sales Executive at
CDC, "because it's truly a beautiful, high-end,
quality program." CDC United Network, based
in Brussels, until recently specialised in the
distribution of Television programming in the
Latin American market, as agent companies
such as Capitol Films, ZDF Enterprises,
Miramax, Morgan Creek International,
Intermedia, and Sesame Workshop.  In 2000, it
entered the international market with a
catalogue of more than 700 hours of travel,
health, lifestyle and educational programs. In
2002, the company opened an office in New
York, gaining a foothold in the US television

market and further developing its international
division.  A number of its one-hour specials
focused on historical, scientific and travel
themes are largely co-produced with Jones
Entertainment Group and Discovery
Communications.

CINEFLIX INTERNATIONAL LTD.
PRESENTS A NEW DOCUMENTARY
co-production, centered on pushing speed and
power to the limit, to international broadcasters
at MIPCOM. The Ultimates is a 6X1 hour
technology series co-produced by Cineflix in
association with Wark Clements in Scotland and
London-based One on One Productions and
Pioneer Productions.
The series takes a look at the designers and
creators whose obsession with speed and power
pushes them to join the ultra-competitive race
for military, mechanical, and technological
superiority.  The series is set to be broadcast in
the autumn on Channel 5 in the U.K, Discovery
Europe, Discovery Canada, and Canal D. The
Ultimates is executive produced by Glen
Salzman, André Barro, David Darlow, Alan
Clements and Stuart Carter. Cineflix
International is the London-based distribution
arm of Canadian production company Cineflix

EXPLORE INTERNATIONAL DEBUTS

SIX DOCUMENTARY specials produced by
National Geographic Television and Film at
MIPCOM.  Tracing mankind from pre-Christian
Central America to modern Afghanistan, and
wildlife from the rainforest to the deepest
oceans, titles include Dawn of the Maya which
focuses on the origins, rather than the decline, of
the mighty Mayan Empire. The four-part The
Living Machine is a science and natural history
exploration of the state of our planet and the
fragile complexities that govern it. The 52-

minute special Return of the Whale tackles
some of the ethical issues in contemporary
conservation, examining the nature of captive
breeding programmes as conservation measures
as well as money-making exercises. 

MARKING THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY

OF THE WESTERN MOVIE, CABLEready
has teamed with producer Media Entertainment
and is offering Golden Saddles, Silver Spurs at
MIPCOM.   Currently in post-production, the
documentary will be available in December as
two hour-long episodes. In 1903, The Great
Train Robbery started the Western’s half-
century reign as one of films’ top genres.
Golden Saddles, Silver Spurs begins in the
early silent days, taking the viewer for a ride
through the history of the Cowboys and Indians
genre, concluding with the migration of the
Western to television in the 1950s. Film clips
and recollections turn the spotlight on such
western stars as Tom Mix and Hopalong
Cassidy, singing cowboys like Gene Autry and
Roy Rogers, and popular sidekicks like Smiley
Burnett and Gabby Hayes. Golden Saddles,
Silver Spurs also examines the reality compared
to the myths of the old West conveyed on
screen, and scrutinizes the role of women in the
films. Established in 1992 and celebrating its
10th anniversary, Stamford, CT-based
CABLEready is a leading independent program
representation company of programming with
clients located across the globe.  

THE CARLTON/PBS/CPB ALLIANCE

IS LAUNCHING several documentary
programmes which Carlton International are
selling at MIPCOM. The Ancient Greek
Olympics is a 2 x 60 minute documentary
series, produced by award-winning Antony
Thomas for Carlton Productions to mark the
return of the Games to Athens, their spiritual
birthplace, in 2004. Watergate Plus 30, a 1 x 2
hour documentary from Carlton Productions
LLC, in association with the Washington Post
for PBS and CPB, brings to its 30th anniversary
one of the defining moments in recent US
history - the Watergate scandal.  Also for PBS
and BBC4 (in the UK) is Malaria, a 2 x 1 hour
documentary exploring one of the biggest killers
of the human race. 

CARLTON INTERNATIONAL IS

LAUNCHING REVERSALS produced for
ITV. The project marks the second time Box
Film and Television and Carlton have worked
together on a drama. The first was the Alex
Kingston feature Warrior Queen, aka
Boudicca, launched during MIP TV 2003.
Scripted by Andrew Davies and produced in
association with WGBH of the USA, the epic

H I G H L I G H T S

The Boy Story

New Zealand Curious - HDH Communications

DOCUMENTARIES

DRAMA
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drama tells the story of the Celtic queen who
took on the might of the Roman Empire when
they invaded Britain in the first century AD.
Mark Gray, Carlton International’s Controller of
Programme Development, comments "We are
delighted to be working again with Box on this
project. Reversals is a very original production
with a dynamic storyline and broad appeal.  We
are confident that international broadcasters will
enjoy it and appreciate it."
Warrior Queen’s large-scale production and
action qualities have been well received
internationally. In many countries DVD
distributors have negotiated windows prior to
terrestrial and other broadcast licenses.
Territories that requested that window include
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Portugal,
Brazil, Eastern Europe including Russia and the
Baltic States, and Japan. Warrior Queen has
been sold for TV broadcast in Australia and
New Zealand. 

SKINWALKERS, BASED ON A BEST-
SELLING NOVEL BY TONY

HILLERMAN and produced by Robert
Redford's Wildwood Enterprises and Granada
Entertainment USA in association with WGBH
Boston, marked the first drama produced
through Carlton's strategic alliance with PBS
(Public Broadcasting Service) and the CPB
(Corporation for Public Broadcasting).  Sales
through Carlton International have exceeded
over 80 territories including France (TF1), Italy
(Eagle Pictures), Spain (Antena 3), Canada
(Alliance Atlantis), HBO Asia, Latin America
(Crown Media), Poland (Telewizja Polska),
Denmark (Danmarks Radio/TV), and New
Zealand (Sky Network Television). Recent deals
include UK broadcaster Channel Five and UK
DVD/video distributor, Sound and Media. 
The Hillerman stories are set within the
contemporary world of the Navajo Indian
communities. Skinwalkers follows detectives
Leaphorn and Beach as their investigation into a
series of murders leads them into the spine-
tingling and mystical world of Navajo
witchcraft. Launching at MIPCOM are two
further Hillerman novels  produced through the
Carlton/PBS/CPB alliance: A Thief of Time and
Coyote Waits, also featuring the two detectives
as they investigate further mysteries involving
Navajo witchcraft. 

SHOWTIME NETWORKS INC. HAS

ACQUIRED EAST OF DOHENY

PRODUCTIONS’ feature debut film A Time
For Dancing directed by Peter Gilbert and
based on a true story retold in the book by
Davida Wills Hurwin. A Time For Dancing will
have its U.S. premiere on SHOWTIME in 2004. 

The film is a poignant account of a gifted young
woman who fights to fulfill her dreams despite
having been diagnosed with a serious illness. 
The screenplay was written by Kara Lindstrom.
East of Doheny is a multi-faceted independent
film, theatre and television production company
formed by Kelly Gonda in 1997.  
The company made its feature debut with A
Time For Dancing and premiered Tennessee
Williams’ Tony® Award winning play Not
About Nightengales on Broadway.  East of
Doheny has also produced the Tony® Award
winning Broadway musical Sweet Smell of
Success Flower Drum Song in Los Angeles, the
first national tour of Art in the U.S., and The
Full Monty, Cressida and Napoleon on
London’s West End. East of Doheny is part of
Los Angeles based Lexington Entertainment
Group which also includes Lexington Road
Productions, Aura Entertainment, Post Logic
Studios and Creo.  Gary Garfinkel, Vice
President of Acquisitions, negotiated on behalf
of Showtime Networks Inc. 

MYRIAD PICTURES IS INTRODUCING

A FOREIGN AFFAIR to broadcasters at
MIPCOM. A Foreign Affair premiered at the
Sundance Film Festival 2003, in the American
Spectrum section.  Myriad holds all foreign
rights in all media, outside the US and English-
speaking Canada. Filmed on location in St.
Petersburg, A Foreign Affair was shot during
one of the renowned real-life ‘romance tours,’
with actual American would-be husbands and
Russian would-be wives as extras.  Innovation is
scheduled  to release the film theatrically in the
US fall of 2004.
Based in Los Angeles and London, and headed
by Kirk  D’Amico, Myriad Pictures is involved
in financing, production and worldwide sales of
major motion pictures and television
programming.  Other Feature films available for
broadcasters include Good Advice starring
Charlie Sheen and Denise Richards, Double

Whammy starring Elizabeth Hurley and Jude
Law. Recent box office hits include The Good
Girl starring Jennifer Aniston. 

KING FEATURES IS CURRENTLY IN

PRODUCTION ON A BRAND-NEW

POPEYE 3-D computer-animated TV and
home video special, with the first television
airing scheduled for prime time 4th Quarter
(Nov. 24 and Dec. 21, 2004) holiday season on
FOX. "We've assembled a terrific group of
partners to produce, broadcast and distribute
this special as part of our multifaceted 75th
anniversary celebration for Popeye the Sailor
Man in 2004," said T.R. (Rocky) Shepard III,
president of King Features Syndicate.  "This
will further solidify Popeye's worldwide
popularity well into the 21st century." Canadian
producers of 3-D computer animation
Mainframe Entertainment will give Popeye’s
universe a new 3-D CGI dimensional look.
Represented by King Features Syndicate,
Popeye made his first public appearance in
1929 in Elzie Segar's comic strip Thimble
Theatre. He made it to the silver screen in
Popeye the Sailor, a 1933 Betty Boop cartoon
from the Fleischer Studios. The Sailor Man
went on to star in nearly 600 Popeye cartoons,
produced through the years by the Fleischer
Studios, Famous Studios, and Hanna Barbera,
among others. In 1980, Popeye returned to the
big screen in the live-action Popeye movie
starring Robin Williams and Shelly Duvall. In
1993, Ted Turner's Cartoon Network celebrated
the 60th anniversary of the mariner's film debut
with Popumentary, a series of six prime-time
specials. Throughout the remainder of 2003
King Features’ parent corporation will continue
to build support for the Popeye special through
its main media outlets, including Hearst
magazines and newspapers. Artisan Home
Entertainment, through its Family Home
Entertainment label, is scheduled to release an
hour-long version of the Popeye special
featuring never-before-seen footage as well as
classic material on DVD and VHS during 4th
Quarter 2004. King Features holds the
international rights to all the outstanding
territories not covered in the Mainframe
Entertainment production deal, where
Mainframe has secured distribution rights
including television rights in Canada and
television and DVD/VHS rights in the United
Kingdom and Australia. Popeye was one of the
first internationally licensed characters with
500 licensees in 50 countries worldwide.

PRODUCTION IS WELL UNDERWAY IN

AUCKLAND NEW ZEALAND of Maiden
Voyage, the made-for-television action film
from Carlton America, the U.S. production arm

NEW PRODUCT @ MIPCOMH I G H L I G H T S

Solstrum - CBC International

IN PRODUCTION

FEATURE FILMS
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of Carlton International Media Group. Action
star Casper Van Dien is cast in the lead role of
Kyle Considine. 
A Carlton America production in association
with Tele-München, Maiden Voyage is
executive produced by Davis and Jody
Brockway, Carlton America’s Senior Vice
President, Development, produced by Tim
Coddington, and directed by Colin Budds.
Carlton International exclusively distributes the
film worldwide. Regarding the announcement,
Davis commented, "We are very excited about
the production of Maiden Voyage with Casper
in the lead. This film will be a strong addition to
our ever growing library of action content for
the U.S. and worldwide markets." In March
2003, USA Network debuted the high-profile
television movie Rudy: The Rudy Giuliani
Story, starring James Woods, produced by
Carlton America in association with the U.K.’s
JAM Pictures. James Woods’ portrayal of Rudy
Giuliani is an Emmy Award nominated role for
Outstanding Lead Actor In A Miniseries Or A
Movie. Other Carlton America productions
include Scent of Murder, a co-production with
Germany’s ZDF Enterprises, Seconds to Spare,
Rough Air: Danger on Flight 534, and Second
Nature, a co-production between Carlton
America and Granada USA for TNT.

NEW CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

LIMITED, a UK based film production
company, plans to make a feature film about the
Bali bombing incident of November 2002 called
Bali - The Bombing of Paradise.
Bali – The Bombing of Paradise is written by
John Goldsmith and  is expected to go into
production in April 2004. Queensland Australia,
Bali and England are the locations for the film
which will be sold by Cobalt Pictures whose
recent films include Kevin Costner’s Open
Range and House of Sand and Fog.
Alain Gottesman, president of New Concept
Development Ltd. is the producer along with co-
producer Lance Sloane who recently produced
Grind distributed by Warner Brothers.

TREMENDOUS! ENTERTAINMENT

HIGHLIGHT AT MIPCOM their newest
acquisition, Extreme.
"Filmed at locations around the world, Extreme
shows what it takes to be the best of the best,"
said Jane Durkee, head of International Program
Sales. "This series will keep viewers on the edge
of their seats." The series showcases leading
athletes from around the world as they face-off
in thrill-seeking sports competitions from
skiing, snowboarding, kayaking and surfing, all
taking the sport to the extreme.  Five different
disciplines make up the package of series
available from Tremendous.

Tremendous! Entertainment, Inc is based in
Minnetonka, Minnesota, and represents many
prominent entertainment companies, including
reality producer Termite Art Productions, public
broadcaster-producer WNET, and documentary
production company Atlas Media. The company
is also an original programming producer of its
own film, television, home video, and music
projects.

ONYX MEDIA GROUP

INTERNATIONAL INTRODUCE

MIPCOM TO URBAN CAFÉ,  a new
26-episode, one-hour series co-hosted by Ralph
"Uncle Ralph" McDaniels and Roberto
Clemente, Jr., featuring live performances from
the music industry’s hottest artists,
entertainment news, celebrity interviews, and
music videos. McDaniels, is currently the long-
time HOT97/New York  DJ; Clemente, Jr., the
son of  legendary Pittsburgh Pirate star of Major
League Baseball, is a commentator for the New
York Yankees and Madison Square Garden, and
a reporter with ESPN Radio Network. The
innovative format of the show makes it
appointment TV with urban viewers. Each show
will provide (4) 5-minute windows for
localization opportunities.  Headquartered in
New York City, Onyx Media Group
International was established in 1989.

SPECTRA INTERNATIONAL

DISTRIBUTION PRESENTS AT

MIPCOM 2003 several new shows from
the recent Montreal International Jazz Festival
July 2003. Specials include Bobby McFerrin:
The Vocalizing of Bobby McFerrin, in which
alone on stage, McFerrin serves up his
unprecedented marriage of bass line and
melody, providing a magical accompaniment to

each of his surprise guests; and Spanish Harlem
Orchestra: Salsa’s Answer to Cuba’s Buena
Vista Social Club, The Spanish Harlem
Orchestra, uses some of the top-ranked Latino
players in New York to continue the musical
tradition while paying tribute to its creators. 

SOUTHERN STAR SALES HAVE

SECURED DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS to a
new multi-episode British preschool series:
Dusty and Smudge. The live-action puppet
series is a Two Hats Production in association
with Five UK which premiered on Five in
September as part of the Milkshake
programming block. The series focuses on the
adventures of the mice and the things they
discover and learn when they invade the human
world that surrounds them.

OASIS INTERNATIONAL HAS

AVAILABLE FOR WORLDWIDE

DISTRIBUTION at MIPCOM the new
animated comedy series Hey Joel (13 half-
hours). Produced by Blueprint Entertainment in
partnership with Calibre Digital Pictures and
Curious Pictures, Hey Joel has been sold in the
US to MTV Networks and the Chum/City
Group in Canada. 
Hey Joel follows the exploits of celebrity talk
show host Joel Stein interviewing famous
people in show business, from J.Lo and Moby to
Bono and Lenny Kravitz. Joel is infamous for
asking questions that make his guests squirm
and his audience howl with laughter. The series
theme song is written by The Fountains of
Wayne, who has also written and will perform
two original numbers in each episode. World-
renowned caricaturist Robert Risko – best
known for his illustrations in Vanity Fair, The
New Yorker and Entertainment Weekly – will
add character designs to the series. Established
in 1986, Oasis International has offices in
Toronto and Los Angeles.

TV-LOONLAND DEBUTED ITS NEW,
ANIMATED SERIES METALHEADS at
MIPCOM Junior, held two days prior to
MIPCOM. Metalheads is a co-production with
ZDF, in conjunction with CBBC. Directed by
Chris Hermans, known for his directorial work
on Nickelodeon’s Rugrats and Rocketpower,
Metalheads will debut this autumn on the
BBC’s Saturday morning line-up.  TV-Loonland
is handling distribution of all worldwide rights
for the 26 x 11 minute series. TV-Loonland is an
integrated media company ranked among the
leading international producer-distributors of
animation for children, youth and families. The
company has its own development teams and
production facilities in Continental Europe,
Great Britain and the U.S.A. TV-Loonland AG
is listed at the premium stock exchange segment
of Deutsche Börse Prime Standard."

NEW SERIES

Urban Cafe - Onyx Media Group
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MIPCOM 2003
NEW PRODUCT @ MIPCOMH I G H L I G H T S

FIREWORKS INTERNATIONAL HAS

THE WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION

RIGHTS (excluding Australia, New Zealand &
the UK) to the new live-action children’s series
Fergus McPhail from kids live-action producer
Burberry Productions.

The comedy series is produced by Alan Hardy
and written by David McRobbie for Network
Ten and Nickelodeon Australia. Greg Phillips,
President, Error! Bookmark not defined.
commented, "We are delighted to be working
with Burberry Productions and Executive
Producer, Ewan Burnett and his team on this
exciting new project. Fergus McPhail is a
thoroughly entertaining character that can only
be based on Ewan’s childhood and we’re sure he
will be a hit with buyers and kids alike
internationally, just like Ewan".
Fergus McPhail has already secured a
prestigious pre-sale to CBBC in the UK.
Established in 1993, Melbourne-based Burberry
Productions produces children’s series,
children’s animations, adult series and
miniseries, and TV movies. Award-winning
Burberry shows include The Wayne Manifesto,
Eugenie Sandler P.I., The Farm, and Short
Cuts.Fireworks Entertainment is a subsidiary of
CanWest Entertainment, a division of CanWest
Global Communications Corp., headquartered
in Toronto and operating internationally with
offices in Los Angeles, London and Dublin. 

4KIDS ENTERTAINMENT, INC. IS

LAUNCHING 47 NEW EPISODES of the
animated television series Yo-Gi-Oh at
MIPCOM. The series is currently starting its
third season in the US. International
broadcasters of the preceding series include:
RTL2 (Germany), M6 and Canal J (France),

Nickelodeon (UK, Spain, Australia and Latin
America), Sky One (UK), Televisa (Mexico),
and YTV and TQS (Canada). The Company is
also launching 52 new Pokémon episodes
entitled Pokémon: Advanced. Pokémon:
Advanced features new Pokémon characters and
established favorites featured in the new
Pokémon Ruby and Pokémon Sapphire video
games. Riding on the success of previous series,
broadcasters committed to premiere Pokémon:
Advanced 4th quarter 2003 and throughout
2004 include: Sky One and GMTV (United
Kingdom), TF1 and Fox Kids (France), Media
Set (Italy), RTL2 (Germany), Fox Kids
(Netherlands), VT4 and RTL-TVI (Belgium),
Fox Kids (Spain), SIC (Portugal), Star Channel
(Greece), YTV (Canada), Televisa (Mexico) and
Cartoon Network (Latin America). 4Kids
Entertainment (NYSE: KDE) is an international
provider of children's entertainment and
merchandise licensing headquartered in New
York City with offices in London. 

RIVE GAUCHE INTERNATIONAL ARE

UNVEILING A COLLECTION of new
reality-based programs at MIPCOM. New
offerings include, from LMNO Productions,
Animal Kidding, a one-hour series hosted by
comedian David Coulier currently airing on
Animal Planet. The series mixes hidden camera
set-ups, interviews, light-hearted practical jokes,
and silly pet tricks to capture the funniest
moments that take place between children and
animals. "The key to successful reality
programming is in the diversity of its subject
matter. These newest programs reflect a variety
of subject matter that can be enjoyed by a
universal audience," said Ron Glazer. "The
popularity of this genre continues to grow
worldwide." Rive Gauche International was
Founded in 1994. Promark Entertainment
Group and Ledafilms S.A. jointly acquired Rive
Gauche International in March 2003.

ATLAS MEDIA CORP. LAUNCH TWO

REALITY GAME SHOWS BEACH

AMBUSH and Bragging Rights at MIPCOM.
Beach Ambush hosted by Don Jamieson is a
part-human-scavenger-hunt, part-beach-tag
reality game show, shot entirely on location on
beaches of the world, that also features mini-
segments focusing on the specific, unique
aspects of each beach selected. Bragging
Rights offers the opportunity for participants to
settle long-held disputes through a series of
grueling challenges. The award-winning
independent documentary/reality production
company was founded in 1989. Atlas Media
Corp. recently expanded into syndication/first-
run with the reality game show $pend It Fast
created by Atlas Media and sold to Warner

Bros./Telepictures, a unit focused on the
development and production of docudramas.

GRB ENTERTAINMENT HAS

SECURED LICENSING AGREEMENTS
with SBS Broadcasting stations in Denmark,
Sweden, Norway and Belgium for the 10-
episode series Next Action Star, as well as Hit
Me, the telefilm produced by  Joel Silver, which
will feature the yet-to-be-determined action
stars of tomorrow. This follows the recently
concluded deal with Sky One in the UK. "We
are excited to be part of the next step in reality
television," commented Nina Lorgen Flemmen,
Head of Acquisitions for TVNORGE. "The
television viewers have seen all the various
love/dating based themes. I think they are ready
for a new adventure, and Next Action
Star’should appeal to both males and females."
Both the series and the telefilm are set to air on
NBC in the U.S.  Next Action Star is Executive
Produced by Joel Silver  with GRB's Gary R.
Benz and Brass Ring Entertainment’s Rick
Telles and Cris Abrego.  Silver Pictures
Television's Gregory Noveck and Steve
Richards are co-executive producers.

ALFRED HABER DISTRIBUTION,
INC’S new reality programmes available for
buyers at MIPCOM include Stupid Behavior
Caught On Tape produced by Bruce Nash
Entertainment for the FOX network in the U.S.
which exposes people’s embarrassing and
outrageous behavior, unaware that their actions
are being recorded. World Poker Tour puts the
television audience alongside the world’s best
poker players as they travel to exotic locations.
The cameras capture the action and subtleties of
this spectator sport. Mike Sexton and announcer
Vince Van Patten offer play-by-play analysis to
steer the viewing audiences through the
nomenclature of the game, helping to make
them feel involved in the players’ million-dollar
decisions.

REALITY TV

Metalheads - TV Loonland

THEBUSINESSOFFILM.COM

The magazines home
online. Visit Us For

Boutique & Luxury
Goods worldwide.

Top Hotels worldwide

Boutique Hotels
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The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Aug 15 to Sept. 7.

By showing the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Freddy Vs. Jason was taking more per screen on fewer

screens than Rugrats Go Wild or that Terminator 3 had a higher screen average after six weeks of release than The Lizzie McGuire Movie after three.

Monitor

AUGUST 15 - SEPTEMBER 7
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. Pirates Of The Caribbean 34,008,956 3 448/444/456 7,341/7,259/5,362

2. American Wedding 22,696,250 4 326/425/408423 20,312/8,068/5,810/3,694

3. Terminator 3: 7,981,581 4 (6) 374/318/270 4,862/3,331/2,619/1,812

4. Tomb Raider: 7,109,833 3 449/448/368 5,339/2,987/1,888

5. Spy Kids 3-D 4,873,068 4(6) 395/420/405/386 2,088/1,574/1,524/996

6. Jeepers Creepers 2 3,648,693 2 3412/341  4,962/2,911

7. Freddy Vs Jason 3,546,027 3 237/254/229 5,289/2,729/1,497

8. Rugrats Go Wild 2,501,072 3 (5) 369/359/355 5,289/2,729/1,497

9. The Lizzie McGuire Movie 1,673,580 3 n/a/316/330 n/a/2,026/1,337

10. Blackball 596,249 1 304 1,961

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

A U G U S T / S E P TA U G U S T / S E P T

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

Currently on release in
the UK
JOHNNY DEPP

PIRATES OF THE

CARIBBEAN

Rise Of The Machines

The Cradle Of Life


